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the The Show Must Go On. Southern African

Jewry has made an important contribution to
Israeli society, going back to the days before
the establishment of the State, and forms a

vital component in the Israeli human mosaic.

I hope that you will succeed in influencing
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homeland. These are turbulent days; neverthe
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it. Together with the pain, anxiety, rage and
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resilience despite the reality enforced upon

imbued with faith and determination. May I

express the hope that we shall soon overcome
this difficult period and again devote most
our resources in the development, prosperity
and welfare of our State."

The best contribution we can make today, is
not to alter our lifestyles and keep on smiling.

Extra or back copies of Telfed Magazine are available at

Join your community in a night of solidarity

NIS15 per magazine. Contact Lena at (09)744-6110.

and fun as we celebrate the Southern African

To advertise in Telfed Magazine,

contribution to the Performing Arts. (See

phone Lena: (09)744-6110

page 27 for details.)

The views and comments expressed in article.s in this

publication are not necessarily those of the South

African Zionist Federation (Israel) or of the Editorial

Board. The organisation is not responsible for the
advertisers and the insertions in this magazine,
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See you all there.
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"CROSSINO RED LINES OVER

It was simply a matter of self-

THE OREEN LINE" REVISITED

preservation. By the same token,

Ed. We apologize for inadvertently in our

I fail to understand the logic behind taking
one's family and settling in the Occupied Ter

July issue deleting the name and address of
Michael Bloch of Kochav Yair as the author
one of the two letters on the controversial

ritories, (especially in small settlements close to

Palestinian villages and cities), thereby placing

issue of our soldiers refusing to serve in the

one's family's lives at risk.

territories. Michael stands proud of his views
and again reiterates his call on "all men of

G-d forbid, if something happens, that the

conscience to volunteer for guard duty in Yesha
to alleviate the incredible suffering of oui
brethren there."

Editor.

settlers place the blame on the shoulders of

th^e IDF and the government as if it is only

their responsibility. If you are not prepared
to take whatever logical cautionary steps

©
Dear

I furthermore find it unconscionable when

necessary to protect your family

by not placing them in danger

/

every day, then you should not

I would like to take this opportunity
to reply to the inflammatory content of

transfer the responsibility for
your actions onto others.
1 think it is a chutzpah to expect others to

[Michael Bloch's] letter.
When I lived in South Africa, one would
never wander into the townships, let alone with

risk their lives in order to accommodate your

one's family, because of the obvious danger.

the middle of a war zone. It is not a question of

South African Zionist Federation (Israel)
19 Schwartz Street. Ra'anana 43212

obstinate and inconsiderate decision to live in

"calling on men of conscience to volunteer for
guard duty" in the Occupied Territories, but a

email: info@te]fed.org.il;

question of your conscience in expecting others
to do your bidding. You could easily alleviate
your suffering by simply moving back to within

web: www.ielfed.org.il

the Green Line.

tel.: (09)744-6110. fax: (09)744-6112

Joint Counselling Services Offices:

1 am a staunch Zionist who believes in Israel's
right to exist within defensible borders. 1 have

Td Aviv: 76 Ihn Gvirol Street

never missed a single day of military service,

Id: 0.'^-696-5244 fax: 03-696-8696

Jerusalem: 13 Ben Maimon Blvd.

wherever stationed. I have no illusions that
terrorism and violence would end if we were to
withdraw from the West Bank, but 1 do believe
that the only lasting solution to the conflict is

lel:(()2)563-4822
fax (02)566-3193

by negotiation while at the same time caring for

e-mail: aliya@ujia.org,il.

Kmploymcnt: sharon @ uj ia.org. i I

e-mail:jerusalem@ujia.org,il

our security without compromise.

iet-.(04)9904292
fax:(()4)y98()939

To this end I call on all West Bank settlers
to return to the fold within the Green Line so
that we can establish a border fence, which

einail:kamiid@ujia.org.il

we can defend.

Karniiel: Merkaz Klita

Paul Mirbach, Tuval
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Dear Editor

survival. After all the overtures for

It is to Telfed's credit that it is willing to

peace, and former Prime Minister

provide a forum for clashes of passions, as
reflected in the letters to the editor on military
service in the territories in your most recent
issue.

Let us agree that Judea and Samaria are

indeed part of our historical patrimony, a region
thick with national and religious memory. How
wonderful it would be to walk over the ancient

terrain, in the footsteps of the Patriarchs, the

Prophets and the freedom fighters of old, in
a land unencumbered by modern "others".
Regrettably that is not the case.

If sustaining the settlements in Yesha is a
fundamental value, what would the writer have
us do with the close to two million others who
share the area? Did we come on aliyah in order

to keep the flag of apartheid waving long after it
was hauled down on the Highveld? Surely "the
Jewish State" means more than defining

who is empowered and who is not?
I do not pretend to have a pat solution
to the enormously complex problems
that face us; but I have an unshakable sense that

we are better off holding on to the past with a

long and flexible guide-rope rather than being
bound to it by chains.

Mike Rogoff. Jerusalem

Barak even offering the unbelievable—the
division of our eternal capital Jerusalem—the
Palestinians responded with a terrorist war on
all of Israel. What kind of people dance in the
streets when innocent citizens are murdered?

What kind of people would deliberately kill
children and parents, purposely leaving tens of
orphans? The cause of terrorism is the hatred of
the Jewish people. The cause of terrorism is a
totalitarian corrupt regime that feeds its children
hatred. What kind of people encourages their
children to become suicide bombers?
We now know that the retreat from Lebanon

encouraged terrorism in all of Israel. What
fuels terrorism is the belief that Israel can

be defeated by barbaric
acts. What aggravates the
situation is division in the

country, a lack of achdut,
and a lack of civic respon
sibility and support.
Our Zionist upbringing

is being tested. Our very
right to the Land of Israel and to the future of the
Jewish State is being threatened by terrorism.
Only through unity and perseverance will we be
successful. We all hope and pray that the New
Year will bring us peace and a strengthened and

D e a r E d i t o r,

My two sons are currently serving
in combat units. We are very proud of

their accomplishments and their desire

Candice - Personal Trainer
Qualified Aerobics Teacher

to serve and contribute to the State ot
Israel. 1 was distressed to read John

Ten Years Experience
Individuals or groups of up to six

Eliasov's letter supporting his son's
decision refusing to serve in Judea,

09-7729402

Samaria, and Gaza.
Never before has there been such a

just war in which we are fighting for our
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united Jewish people in the Land of Israel.
Solly Sacks

O Y VA N O I

f t

Dear Editor

K o c h a v Ya i r

The letter I wrote regarding Professor
Shimoni's article on the historical record of S A

A JOY TO READ

Jewry, which was published in the July issue
was credited to someone else. I understand this

Dear Editor

was a joy to read about our long time friend,

mistake happened as a result of the similarity
between my email user name (ari-noi) and
Ari Noi from Kfar Tavor. This has harmed my
reputation. People, who know my opinions on

Leon Glaser from Efrat, and to learn that the

this subject, have assumed that I was scared to

grandsons of the Brozins from my husband's

put my name to what was a highly controversial

We thoroughly enjoy reading Telfed, even
though we don't always know many of the
people mentioned. However in the last issue it

hometown, Middelburg, are so active in the

restaurant business here in Israel. (Nandos)
Abe & Leah Abramowitz
Jerusalem

letter. This was especially galling, since I am
a professional journalist with a reputation for
not backing away from controversy. I knew I
would get flack, and had no intention of hiding
my identity.

In addition I understand that the Noi family
were very upset as they found themselves in the

crossfire aimed at me, over a letter that clearly
does not reflect their views.

Jonathan Ariel. Ramat Hasharon

[Ed. We apologise for the error.]
TUNNEL VISION
Dear Editor

Many thanks for publishing in detail the

interview with Professor Asher Susser in your
July issue " Is there light at the end of the
tiinneH" We are often asked by friends and
relatives abroad if we can foresee an end to

Boerewors, Biltong, Drywors
Pickled Brisket, Plain Brisket
Pickled Tongue, Hake
• We Deliver •
Mickey (04)998-9528
Ayala (058)753-505
Greg (064)643-092
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the present turmoil. While we are optimistic,
it is a pleasure to be able to refer them to an
authoritative source, such as provided in this

interview. In this regard, it would be helpful if
you could put the whole interview onto your
web-site, rather than just the first page as it
is at present.
Monty Zion, Jerusalem

ED. Excellent suggestion. We have done .w.
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Dear Editor

With much trepidation I absorbed the Profesor Asher Susser interview proposing national
suicide. Throughout history, the strategy of
the anti-Semites was to drive and isolate Jews

into ghettos, and eventually destroy them. Prof.

Susser suggests creating a ghetto once again,
this time voluntarily, and G-d forbid, in our
Eretz Israel. In his imagination of "creating a
defensible border" he has forgotten how his
ancestors were murdered in the ghettoes of

Europe. There is no defensible border inside
the boundaries of Eretz Israel, only a ghetto.

There are no new solutions, just one that's been

around for 5000 years - stand up and fight for
your right to exist.
If one does not believe in Torah, then indeed
we are a bunch of bandits. Jaffa and Haifa is

occupied territory, in fact, all of Israel is one

FOR

ALL
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T R AV E L N E E D S
MARCELLE KORNEL
09-746-4010
Fully computerized
E-mail accessible

2 2 Ye a r s e x p e r i e n c e
BEST PRICES TO:
South Africa
North America
Australia
World wide cruises

Packages & Hotels
C O N TA C T
MARCELLE
KORNEL
OPHIR
TOURS

6 Brenner St Raanana Tel: 09-746-4010

e-mail: marcelle_k@ophlrtours.co.il

big settlement, and all Israelis are settlers.

The moral thing to do would be to forthwith
relinquish the entire land of Israel to its 'rightful
owners', the Arabs and return to Odessa, South
Africa or America.

Big Daddy's
TA S T E S

OF

AmCA

The truth is we are not thievesl Thousands

of years ago when most of humanity was so far
removed from civilization, the Jewish people
stood at Mt. Sinai and were educated not to
take what was not theirs. How dare a Jewish

leader today proclaim that Jews living moral
and holy lives, believing that Israel is their

r fl U fi l o l U r T o

rightful, eternal home, are thieves. Shame,
shame, shame!

All the alternatives tried by our political
leadership have ended up as dead ends. Why
not try the untried- the TORAH response. Let

us proudly proclaim before the whole world
that the only reason the Jewish people are in
Israel is because G-d gave it to us as an eternal
inheritance.

Menahem Yachad, Carcom, South Golan

d i u i c f a r c

oiL^rro

o (fto© (2)Q@^? (sflte
Agent: Brian
064-326508

09-7742713

bitton90iobetQll.com
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EMPOWERINd
D I S A D VA N TA C E D
COMMUNITIES
COING FROM DOR TO DOOR
Tal Dor, of South African parentage, is one of
the prime movers in a project called Mcihopacli
which creates "community leadership in targeted
neighbourhoods. We aim to give power back

can exercise a great deal of power, something

to the people." Does this sound a little too

a programme assisting pupils with their home

naive?

work in economically disadvantaged neighbour-

"Of

that our counterparts in Europe and America
discovered decades before."

A few of the student leaders at the time started

course!

Many people wise
in the ways of the
world counselled
us that we were

p n n
T

-

T »

I

O L I U

being totally unre
alistic. However,

:i a

1 believe that it is

only when you are
naive and intensely idealistic
that can you take on those

holding the reins of power.
THE lAOY DOTH
PROTEST

Why are there likely to be better-trained
teachers in RamatAviv than in Dimona

Tal Dor,

(second from
left) with
colleagues
from the
Maluipach
project.

hoods in Jerusalem.

"They found that by
or Ofakim? Is our society so entrenched
with inequalities that citizens in less affluent tutoring children they
areas in Israel feel powerless to improve the w e r e a b l e t o r e a c h
their parents. This rev
quality of life in their neighbourhoods?

The project was conceived four years ago
following the student demonstrations across

Israeli campuses over the lowering of university
fees, but broadened onto more philosophical
issues of social and economic inequality. "This

elation grew into a

partnership between students and residents of

disempowered neighbourhoods." Today there
are structures in seven cominunities throughout
Israel, including the Palestinian village of Jafia
Ta m a r a .

was a new phenomenon. Traditionally, Israeli

students by the time they reached university

R I C H LY D E S E R V E D

after army service were focussed on the shortest
route to getting on with their lives. There were

Skeptics will rightly ask -what tangible
results can residents expect? "In Kiryat Shmona
where I was a community coordinator last year,
there was a dangerous situation outside a school
where cars were ignoring the speed limits.

only two issues - study and then find work.
The spin-off from that experience was the

realisation that younger members of society
6

PEOPLE
Tal, being interviewed

Parents were frantic but felt

by the press at a

powerless. Comments were
expressed that this scenario
would never have persisted

demonstration.

Ben, a world-renowned chemist
has had seven of his books trans

in a more affluent area. We

lated into many languages. After
army service, her father David

set up a committee, which

organized demonstrations
and bombarding the police
with letters. Today the police
are outside the school at criti

cal times ensuring safety for the children and
securing peace of mind for the parents. No less

important was the realization that action can
bring about change."

WHEN POO COMES TO SHOVE
In the south Tel Aviv suburb of Florentine,

"many residents own dogs and the streets were
full of you know what. The residents had this

changed his surname to Dor.

Tal is presently active on the
political side of canvassing sup
port for the organization. "While we are political
in that we advocate change, we are not aligned

to any political party. We stay clear of party
politics. Central to our activities is to empower
communities with an awareness of their legal

rights and how to tackle the all too frequent

Mouie Magic

entrenched attitude that they were powerless.

They wanted to express the sentiment that they
were not against the presence of dogs but would

appreciate their streets kept as clean as the
streets in north Tel Aviv. Through our committee

the residents organized cleaning the streets and
pavements and then declared a Community Day
where they blocked roads, handed out posters

and displayed banners. Today there are facilities
for our canine friends and the streets appear no

more as a lavatorial landscape."

Tal, a graduate of Tel Chai College where
she majored in Social Work, hails from a family
line committed to public service and Israel.
Telfed Magazine ran an article on her cousin
Arian Wailach in its November 2001 issue on

her work in caring for deer in the Carmel. Their
grandfather Dr Hyman Goldblatt, who came
on aliyah in 1968, was one of the founders of
the Hospice movement in Haifa and in 1997 was
honoured by the Society of Medicine and Law,

Tal's paternal grandparents Ben and Lysbeth
Milwidsky came in 1960 from Port Elizabeth.

M-NET

Super Sport 12 3 4 5
SABC -Africa

Big Brother
And all the other channels you
have been missing are now
available again.
Monthly fee-. $20
for three or more users

Satellite TV
Contact
Menachem at

(058)693-111, or
Eddie at

(050)507-547

25 years of experience
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Deople
unjust allocation of State and Municipal funds.
This is why we speak of a 'Democracy of
Knowledge'. A citizenry that is well-informed

is best protected from State and City imposed

and who headed the group of 50 South African

pilgrims." The whole purpose of this gathering
at Succoth is twofold," explains Johan. "First

of all we are fulfilling the prophecy of Zacarias

inequalities."

who said there would come a time when the

Like most organizations, fund-raising is
vital for the successful implementations of
its projects. One approach is "to raise money

to celebrate Succoth with the Jewish People.

'Nations of the World' would come to Jerusalem

This of course was not possible before 1967 and

by connecting communities in Israel with
counterparts in the Diaspora. This would be
a symbiotic relationship where both sides

we who are believers, and who know the Word

benefit. It is easier, especially in these politically
turbulent times, for Diaspora communities to
identify with Israel when they enjoy a close and
concrete connection to projects that they fee!

1979 that the first groups started coming."
Johan expounds that although they are
" T h i s l a n d fulfilling the prophecy;
strictly speaking, accord
is your

will have a positive impact on improving the
quality of life for all Israel's citizens."

Anyone interested in learning more may
c o n t a c t Ta l a t 0 5 6 - 6 5 2 5 1 3

had to wait until Jerusalem had been restored

to the Jewish People. However it was not until

land, this

ing to scripture, this would

land is my

have meant only after

land..."

the Messiah had come
but "there is no harm in

practicing" guffaws Johan. "The

second aspect is that the festivity

BRINC^INO THEIR
MESSAGE ACROSS

offers the opportunity for us to come
and express support for Israel - that

she is not alone in its struggle. We

September 24"'. Thousands of Christian

do not accept the attitudes of the UN

pilgrims filled the streets of Jerusalem, taking
part in the annual Feast of Tabernacles parade,
showing their support for Israel. Organized

and much of the world media. Israel

by the International Christian Embassy in
Jerusalem, some 3500 Evangelical Christians

from 70 nations took part in the 23"" year of
the event. Oblivious of security concerns,
participants chanted "We love Israel" and "Hag
Sameah" as they waved placards, fiags of their
home countries and passed out caps, flags and

has the right to exist; we stand behind

her in solidarity and are even prepared to
come fight alongside Israelis, if necessary."
ARIK- ROCK STAR STATUS
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon opened the
gathering at the Binyane Ha 'uma with an address

that was met with a non-stop thunderous applause
(that he could only in his wildest dreams have

sweets to children in the crowds. " The situation

fantacised receiving from his own Likud/a/r/j/n/.)

just encouraged us more to be here," remarked
one participant while another expressed " the

settlements in Israel today that are the same

very least we could do was be here to express

names from thousands of years ago. This was

our support."

Telfed Magazine spoke to Dr. Johan Greef

the National Director of the Embassy in SA

" He spoke of the Hebrew names of towns and

evidence of Israel's continuity- Israel has never
stopped being Israel. He became more and more

passionate telling us that without our support the
struggle would be more difficult."
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are probably others. Our attention was drawn to

this observation by the recent passing away of
Boris Kaplan from Kibbutz Yizreel who was
twice elected mayor of Winburg, a small town
in what was the O.F.S.'This was no mean feat,"

explains his son Milton, "considering he was
a member of the United Party in a Nationalist
Party stronghold."For the most part of the last
century, there was hardly a dorp without its
Jewish community, a small shul, a Jewish owned

Dr. Justin Silver ofHadassah Hospital

STERLING STUFF

hotel, general store and outfitter.
In its hey-day Winburg boasted some 24
Jewish families, which by the 90's had dwindled

to two families. People who grew up in this
area remember Boris on the O.F.S. Board of

Reports Maureen Lipshitz

Deputies organizing family days all over the

Prof. Justin Silver, world-renowned nephrologist and head of the Department of Nephrol

Free State, attended by communities within a

ogy at Hadassah Hospital, Ein Kerem, has been

An icon in Jewish communal affairs in his

100 mile radius.

awarded the prestigious Keren Kayemet
Prize for research in medicine for the year
2002. Prof. Silver has published widely and is

region, Boris
would

invite

mad rich i m

a sought-after lecturer at the world's leading

from Habonim

universities and medical conferences.

to organize

Prof. Silver, who hails from Durban, is
a graduate of Wits Medical School and a

youth activi

Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians.
In addition. Prof. Silver has spent sabbaticals
at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine

province. He

in New York, the Massachusetts General

High Holidays

Hospital and Harvard University in Boston.
Married to internationally recognized artist

attended by fam

Pamela (see Art Scene on page 40), they
made aliyah in 1973.

CALL BACK THE PAST
Several former mayors of South African

cities and towns have over the years immigrated

ties all over the

ran shul serv
ices over the

ilies from Vir-

Boris Kaplan. Z"l. gjnia, Henne-

former Mayor of Winburs Odendaalsrus, Theunissen, Marquard and Brandfort. It
was the character of colourful personalities of
the likes of Boris Kaplan that helped hold the
Jewish communities in the country districts
together.

to Israel. At present Telfed is aware of two

Arnie Friedman <9/Kibbutz Yizreel

from Jo'burg and one from Boksburg. There

contributed to this article.

1 0

PEOPLE
STILL AT THE CREASE

thal who also hailed from Lithuania. Born on

Many former South Africans in Israel will
be delighted to learn of the centenary birthdays

that "this did not halachically confer on me

of two well-known personalities, Dr. Moshe
Natas and Jedidiah Blumenthal.

Born in Vilna, Moshe immigrated to South
Africa in the early thirties. Telfed executive
m e m b e r, J u l i u s We i n s t e i n r e f e r s t o h i m a s a n

"outstanding lecturer and inspiring educator.
He could make an ancient subject such as
the Dead Sea Scrolls come alive in the many
hundreds of lectures he gave throughout SA."

So synonymously was his name identified with
this subject, that at a lecture he delivered in a
small country town, he was introduced as the

Yom Kippur day, he would jocularly complain
any special privileges - not even for celebrating
my birthday." Julius Weinstein, a past President
of the SA Revisionist Movement, speaks pas

sionately about Jedidiah. "He devoted all his
energies to the Zionist Movement from the
first days of his meeting with Ze'ev Jabotinsky
whose ideology he continues to follow to this
day. 'Nobody grows old by living a number of
years. People grow old only by deserting their
ideals." In this sense, Jedidiah at 100 remains
a young man.

"famous author of the Dead Sea Scrolls." He

served as Chaplain to the Jewish Forces during
WW2 and in 1953 at the invitation of the SAZF,

took up the appointment as Adult Education
O f fi c e r . T e l f e d t r e a s u r e r I t z K a l m a n o w i t z

recalls that during his tenure as Chairman of
SAZF he agreed for Moshe to teach 'on loan'
for a semester at Wits. "Natas was thrilled,

his students gained much from his fresh and
exciting approach and the Federation basked

in the glory of their Cultural Officer lecturing
a serious course at a prestigious university.

ARE YOU FEELING LUCKY?
For only twenty shekels, you can be the
proud owner of a Louis Sakalovsky glass
sculpture or a Zinky Agulnik painting. Both
are world renowned artists, former South
Africans living in Israel. Their works are

frequently exhibited overseas, and are found
in both private and corporate collections.
To buy a raffle ticket, contact Sharon at
Telfed (09)744-6110. The two winners will
be announced on the 2nd

^ Yifc of December at Telfed's
"The

Everybody a winner."

Show

Must

Go

On."

No less a winner has been Jedidiah Blumen
2

^

lA/HO \A^ILL
Guard

home awff from home"?

Maximize the return on

.•4"

Investment?

Provide the most

CREATIVE ESTATES!
A specialized property management firm, can relieve you of the work and worry of
managing your Israeli property. Among the services offered by CREATIVE ESTATES:
■ Rental arrangements "Rent collection "Account management ■Maintenance

SamTureckl; tel.(09)771-2006, fax(09|77l-1942, turecki@netvision.net.il, www.creativemanagement.co.il
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Minnie and Louis at the
Louis Gecelter Green in

Johannesburg, .shortly before
their alivah.

W H AT A T E A M
LOUI5

ANDMINNIE

C E C E LT E R C E L E B R AT E 6 0
YEARS TOCETHER
When the father of the Maccabi

They met over six decades ago across a

Games Max Nordau first coined the

table tennis table at the Jewish Guild War

Memorial club in Johannesburg. Who won?
The Jewish world of sport.

expression "muscular Zionism" to describe
his vision of sport as an instrument to connect
world Jewry to the nascent State, he could

Exclusive Properties

only have prayed that there were the likes of a
Louis Gecelter to help translate his dream into
a reality. " I have been a member of Maccabi

Raanana

my whole life, first in Lithuania, then in South

Africa and later in Israel. I did not have to go
to a Jewish School to find out about Judaism
and Zionism: we lived Judaism and we lived

Zionism. There was no danger of assimilation
or intermarriage. We knew exactly who we were

and what we wanted. Our dream was always to

A "house sold" name!!
Thinking of buying, selling
or renting?

We look forward to helping you
with all your Raanana property
requirements

"Big or Small."
Call Mark, 053-315370
or Ivan 09-774-2303
O f fi c e : 0 9 - 7 7 4 - 9 8 8 1 / 2 / 3
172 Ahuza Street Ra anana

settle in Eretz Israel." Unable to enter Palestine

Upholsterer
Uri willcKandctlicolcl Lonew
Choose from a

large selection of
fabrics or leather

brought to your
home. Wood

refinishing and
repairs. Free

"3aReosrest

pick-up and delivery in

Gush Dan and Sharon Area.

ami 10-

upliolsLers

antique,

classical and
modern furniture.

03-6482792, 050-205680
\v w w. ^old .co.il uri

EOPLL

th

because of the quota system, the Gecelters
immigrated to South Africa in 1937. Louis first
priority was *' to look for a Maccabi club, so
that I could continue with my Zionist and sports
activities especially table tennis, athletics and

Discover the wilderness of the Finnish

f o o t b a l l . " To h i s a s t o n i s h m e n t h e f o u n d n o

dog

Maccabi Club. "In fact there were very few
Jewish Clubs in SA at that time so I joined
the Jewish Guild, mainly a social and cultural

and reindeer sleds. '

club." When in 1938. Louis introduced table

Tel; 09-9574868. 054-540418

tennis and badminton to the Guild, so began a

Fax: 09-956-7544, e-mail: taleyall@lnter.net.ll

Lapland. Winter adventure at the Harriniva
Holiday Centre with
snowmobiles,

sleds

y
\

For information, contact Nill Abrahamovits:

Journey of this young man soon to be partnered
in 1942 by his young bride Minnie, that would
take them along the exciting path of the SA

parentage in the squad were Ra'anana Cricket
Club players Reuven Bergman, who captained

sporting scene and the Maccabi Movement.
This past August saw Louis and Minnie

their return they proudly displayed their medals
at a reception hosted by Ra'anana mayor Ze'ev

celebrate their Diamond Wedding anniversary
at a function at Kfar Hamaccabiah attended by
close friends and family. Many tributes were
paid to the couple and greetings were .sent with
a book on Tel Aviv from Mayor Ron Huldaie.
Louis and Minnie have been residents of Tel Aviv

from the day they came on aliyab in 1979. •

the team, Gabi Shachat and Eyal Matz. On

Bielski.

Youth cricket in Israel continues to develop,
as more and more schools and kibbutzim are

introduced to the sport. Further details can be
found on the Israel Cricket Association website
www.israel.cricket.org

Israel U13 stars Gabi Shachat (left) and Reuven

COLD FOR

Bergman proudly display their medals and trophy won
at the European Championships in Italy.

ISRAEL'S JUNIORS
Reports Steven Shein
Last year the U15 team took silver.

This year, Israel's U13 cricketers went one
better - winning the gold at the European
'B' Championships held in Italy in August.
The team began with a comfortable win

over the hosts, then defeated Belgium
by 1-run in a nail-biting game that was
decided off the final ball, before strolling
to victories over Germany, Gibraltar and
France.

The three players of South African
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PEOPLE

THEY WERE THE FIRST
In 1946 a group of 30 young Zionist Leaders, mostly from South Africa with a few from Rhodesia
and the Congo left Durban by ship to spend a year in Eretz Yisrael. They were the pioneers of the

Machon Le Madrichei Chutz La'aretz - a project that has continued under the auspices of the
Jewish Agency and attracted over 11,000 participants from all over the world.
A substantial number of participants have settled in Israel. " From the first group, 15 of us still
live here. We spent the first five months at Ayanot and then could choose how to spend the second six
months - some went to Kibbutzim, others to Mosliavim and a small number decided to study. We had

excellent and inspiring macirichim and were privileged to being taken on tours fortnightly by Israel's
illustrious guide Ze'ev Vilnai," fondly recalls Freda Raphael (nee Rabinowitz).
The project was the brainchild of Avraham Harman who, in 1946, was the head of Ha'noar

Vehachalutz Dept. of the Jewish Agency.

The Machon Dept. of the Jewish Agency is establishing an Alumni group of graduates and
planning a reunion in Israel in 2003.

Photographed above from the bottom up: Akiva Winokur(ihe driver), photographer. Yael (madricha).
Julie Slonim (Levinsohn). Sam Rubinstein, Clara Feldman (Alter), Freda Raphael(Rabinowitz), Jean
LevylGoshen), Ruth Fine, Hilda llaim (Benatar), Freda Rubinstein(Astrinsky), Mike Udwin. Ze'ev

Vilnai. Masha Jqffe, Phyllis Antonis (Cohen). Shoshana Donner. Sonya Gendel, Rika Meidav (Menashe),
Ruth Slein (Sieradsky), Lola Chemct (Golden). Ziona Glassman (Marks). Solly Kessler, Dov Futeran,
Yehuda Tamir (Trakmon), Yehoshua Katz, Philip Zuckerman, Ruben Goodman.
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repairs

•Small and medium businesses networking support
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support
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"Slightly different to
the tzrif, which we first
came to," recalled Ray
Mandel. "It had no

window, only a screen
on which a huge lizard
used to stretch him
self."
Chaverim visit Zichron
Yaakov on their viav to
Shluchot.

In photo: l-r Howard Glazer, Gerald Wolman.

S H A B B AT
O N

Moran FLther, Freda Wolman, Marilyn Kalz, Zelic
Milner, Brenda & Cyril Fine, Jilly Milner, Alan
Goodman, Pinky Fisher.

SHLUCHOT
Yo u t h m o v e m e n t s i n S o u t h A f r i c a h a v e a

proud history of being the ideological vehicle
that brought so many youngsters to Israel. They
came in garins (groups) inspired to start a
new life in a new land. One such band of

motivated adventurers were the two groups
from Bnei Akiva who came between 1956-1957
and settled on Kibbutz Shlucbot.

A group of 22 chaverim recently descended

CAR AND HOUSE INSURANCE

-ENGLISH

S U M M A R Y-

MEDICAL AND LIFE INSURANCE

on Shluchot for a Shabbcit reunion in the

pleasant, air-conditioned country-style B&B.

countrywide (09)862-4824
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^EATURE
PEACE ON OUR
NORTHERN BORDER
15 IT MERELYA PIPE DREAM?

Where to?

Reports David Kaplan
The latest dispute between Israel and Lebanon

over the latter's design to pump millions of cubic

of water that is drawn off from it will reduce
the inflow into the Kinneret. This is a serious

metres of water a year from the Wazzani River,

matter because we are already over-exploiting

a tributary of the River Jordan, has significantly

our natural resources. However, the issue of the

aggravated the situation on our Northern frontier.
Could a 16-inch diameter pipe be the casus belli

quantity of water, while significant, is not in my

for an all-out confrontation?

pumping operations are not expanded beyond

Telfed magazine spoke to Dr. Martin Sher
man, a former South African, who lectures in

Political Science at Tel Aviv University and is a
Senior Research Fellow at the Interdisciplinary
Center. Herzlia. Holding university degrees in
geology, physics, finance and political science,
he has a firm grasp of the hydrological, economic

opinion catastrophic - provided the Lebanese

the scale presently envisaged.
The second issue is more serious and far

less understood. The headwaters of the Jordan,
including its tributaries, like the Wazzani
and Hatzbani are of a very low salt content.

addition to Israel's water crisis.

Accordingly when they flow into the Kinneret
they help reduce the overall salt content of the
lake. If the inflow of low saline content water
is reduced, then the relative dominance of the

Do you view the current Ameri-

of an increased salt level in the entire lake.

and political implications of this new

can-hrokered undertaking by Lebanon
to limit the use of siphoned water for drink

ing purposes only, as a positive step?

If true and adhered to, this would be a positive
development. But without getting too taken up
with the almost daily fluctuations in Lebanese
positions, there are three issues at stake which

are: (I) the quantity of the water, (2) the quality
of the water and (3) political precedent.

The first is the most straightforward and easily
understood. The Wazzani feeds the Hatzbani,
which feeds the Upper Jordan. The Wazzani
is thus part ot the Upper Jordan catchment

area, which is the major source of recharge for
replenishing the Kinneret. Thus any amount

16

high salt content is increased, creating a danger
This could produce very severe consequences
for the national water system. It is thus vital
that the maximum quantum of low .salt content
water continues to flow into the Kinneret.

The third issue is probably the most impor
tant with far-reaching consequences. The
significance of political precedent in this

part of the world cannot be overemphasized.
Historically Israel has paid dearly in the past,
when it has failed to lake decisive and timely
action in reply to provocative acts by its
neighbours. For example, prior to the Yom
Kippur War the Egyptians advanced their highly
effective Soviet missiles into restricted areas in

the Suez Canal area. We were persuaded that

If Otir Chicfeps
Were dryy fresbcr
tbeVil be cqgs
choice of lemon X herb,

At Hc^ncJpS Vi/e select

or mild or hot piri

cbickens vt/Kick meet
tbe Qrade. Tke

pin. Whatei^er ^ov
chooSe, ^^ou^l I f I nd

freshest A - ^rcide

the^^ll cill be excictU

fiqnc)DS chickens

the Same -fRESH.

are ciVailable in ^ovc

^Nando's<«r
for the nearest Store: 09-74-35^39

E AT U R E .

the siiualion was not so serious as to warrant

bypass the Kin- .

a stern response and were urged to exercise
restraint. That decision proved to be costly in

ation will only

Israeli lives once the war broke out.

How instructive is history? Can past perform
ance of action or inaction serve as a basis for
current decision-making?
Israel is being subjected to a

policy of creeping escalation ot
Lebanese pumping activity. Origi
nally they laid a 4-inch pipe. Now

the new pipe is 16 inches,^
the diameter of the original pipe. Unless , ^

Israel assertively puts its foot down as ^ ^
it did in the 1960's when the Syr- r X. ^
ians tried to divert the headwaters of

neret, the situ- |l
deteriorate. (It

is interesting to

Where to?

recall that in that episode there was a Lebanese
chapter to the Syrian plan. Lebanon was to
divert parts of the Hatzbani northwards into
the Litani, preventing water from reaching
Israel.) Israel responded by force of arms bombing and shelling the Syrian works and
installations, bringing the project to an end.
Unless Israel makes it unequivocally clear
to Lebanon that it will not passively accept

any intensification of unilateral pumping

/J operations. I believe that we will be

the Jordan from the Banyas and the Hatzbani to
continued on ne.xi ptif;e
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pEATURt
subject to an incremental up-scaling of these

The Lebanese

activities.

must be fully

Lebanon feels it is supported by International
Law for its actions. What is the position?

cognisant of the
Helsinki Rules,
and yet still

The Helsinki Rules of 1966 formulated
criteria inter alia for the "reasonable" and

"equitable" sharing of river basins and surface
water. Two factors work strongly in Israel's

favour. The first is the principle of- "prior use."
In other words, if a country is already availing
itself of a particular water source, the future use
of another country, even
if an upstream party,
cannot be the basis for
unilateral reduction of

the amount of water that

The other factor is

the "availability of

This is certainly true
in the case of Leba
non which overall,

is not a country that

come?

The Lebanese take the position that the river
runs through their own territory, over which
they have sovereignty. Hence they claim that
they are at liberty to do whatever they wish
with it.

It would seem unlikely that Lebanon acted
independently of Syrian authorisation or
acquie.scence? Whatever Syria's precise role,
expectation for return of the Golan Heights?
Irrespective of political affiliation, few in
Israel would now be willing to risk relinquish

is utilizing.

the upstream party.

believe they are strong on the law. How

surely her conduct would undermine realistic

the downstream country

other resources" for

Where to?

"Will the jkmes of war in
the Middle East be fanned or
quenched by water? " This is
central question addressed in

Dr. Sherman's recently published
book, "The Politics of War in

the Middle East. " In the early

ing an asset .so vital to Israel's water
requirements?
Perhaps. Current Syrian behaviour could
- in some respects - be considered counter

productive to their eventual goal of repos
session of the Golan. However, for Israel,

is lacking available
water supplies. It
is possible for it to

advi.ser to the Israeli Minister of

Syria's conduct in Lebanon should not be a
decisive factor vis-a-vis the Golan. Indeed,
even without assuming purposeful malice

Agriculture, then the minister

with overall responsibility for

on the part of the Syrians, it would likely

exploit the Litani
River to fulfill its

needs. This may
involve

several

I990's. Dr. Shennan sen'ed as

Israel water .system. He also

seired for seven years in various
operational capacities in the
Israeli defense establishment. In

engineering prob

1997, he testified before a hearing

lems but these

of the Joint Economic Committee

would not be insur

of the US Congre.ss on military

mountable.

and economic development in the
M.E. His previous hook. Despots.
Democrats, and the Determinants

of International Conflict, wflj
published in 1998.
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be catastrophic for Israel to relinquish the
Golan,

To quote the former Water Commis
sioner, Meir Ben Meir, "If the Syrians settle
the Golan with hundreds of thousands of
inhabitants, who do not handle the problems

of sewerage and pollution in a proper fashion,
this would spell certain doom for the Kinneret." As long as Israel is going to remain

passive, adopting a policy of restraint, Syria
will, at best, be inactive in preventing harm to

A
l ALAN KATZ PROPERTIES 09-7460129ti
If you want to sell or rent your property in Ra'anana:
I have many local and overseas clients.
Please contact Alan Katz

F
Israeli interests, at worst engaged in promoting
such harm.

Israel's passivity is clearly contingent on
accommodating American interests vis-a-vis

Jordan has a Whereto?

Iraq. Does Israel have a choice?

in ensuring that Israel has adequate water
supplies. In terms of our peace treaty with her,
Israel is committed to supplying Jordan with

It is certainly likely that Israel is currently
subject to immense US pressure. Although I m
unsure that acquiescing to such pressure would
be in the nation's best interests, we do have

some "breathing space", which allows us to

delay taking assertive action immediately. I do
not believe that the extent of Lebanon's pumping

activities would cause grievous harm to Israel's

vested interest

a specific quantity of water each year. Lately
Israel has been hard pressed to comply with its
undertaking because of poor rainfall in recent

years. This problem will only be exacerbated
if we experience declining water levels in the
Kinneret due to Lebanese activity. There may

water sources for at least the near future.

well come a stage when we would be unable to

Does your last observation not run counter

meet our commitment to Jordan.

to your most important and fundamental
caveat, i.e.- of exercising caution in creating
political precedents?
The short answer is 'not necessarily' —

provided it is clear that Israeli action is merely

We would then have a situation where one

Arab country, Jordan, would likely blame
Israel for the consequences caused by the
deliberate action of a sister Arab country.

Don't expect Jordan to side with Israel on

on hold waiting resolution of the Iraq issue.

this issue. Arab "solidarity" expressed in enmity

Would it be correct to assume that Jordan's

towards Israel often defies dry logic.

water situation, no less critical than Israel's,
would also be adversely alTected by Lebanon's
activities? If so, should she not add her voice

Even wet logic!
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I^EREN"PELFED
OONOIK

HONOUREE

Orkie Chesed and family Monty Freedman on his 84th birthday
Anne Bloch, Wolfie Traub & fam Yehudit Rabinowitz on her 90th birthday
Orkie Chesed Mavis Wilk on her 75th birthday
Freda Raphael Yehudit Rabinowitz on her 90th birthday
Okkie & Rae Rabinowitz Yehudit Rabinowitz on her 90th birthday
Monty & Myra Zion Mollie Skudowitz on her special birthday
Hymie & Kaikie Josnian Mollie Skudowitz on her 70th birthday

Brian & Ruth Slater Mark & liana Hellman on their 40th anniversary
Renee Griller & Reuven Amir Phil Klein on his special birthday

Jim & Frances Silverman Phil Klein on his special birthday

Sue Donner Louis & Minnie Gecelter on their 60th anniversary
Sid & Michele Shapiro Louis & Minnie Gecelter on their 60th anniversary
David & Hilary Kaplan Aubrey Zabow on his special birthday

Shulainii Ravinsky Louis & Minnie Gecelter on their 60th anniversary
Sidney & Michele Shapiro Bryan Myers on his appointment as Professor of
Nephrology at Stanford University

F r o n i a L e w i s K e r e n Te l f e d K T m — W M
Joan Weisman For needy children

Rose & Monty Freedman Boz Fehler on his 80th birthday A ^
Avraham & Channa Eidelman Phil Klein on his 80th birthday /

Monty & Myra Zion Boz Fehler on his 80th birthday ^

Leonore Shavei Tsion Boz Fehler on his 80th birthday
George & Mavis Wilk Boz Fehler on his 80th birthday

Boet & Freda Zetler Boz Fehler on his 80th birthday Molly Skudowitz
Sylvia Duzzy Boz Fehler on his 80th birthday
George & Mavis Wilk Leonore Shavei Tsion on her special birthday
Shula Rubinow Louis & Minnie Gecelter on their 60th anniversary
Hertzel & Lola Katz Louis & Minnie Gecelter on their 60th anniversary
Ernest & Elizabeth Schneider-Kuper Gary & Orna Schneider-Kuper on the birth of a daughter
Maureen Sacks, Leandra Hainovitz & family ....In loving memory of the late Basil Katz
Orkie Chesed Tomer Hesed - for a refucih shlemah
1 0

Rabco
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT & CONSULTANTS LTD.

Jack Rabin (Dip. Law uct)
Visit us at our new offices at Toyota Towers
Viqal Alon Street, Tel Aviv

* Property Consultants * Property Portfolio Management
POB 20395, Tel Aviv 61203, Israel Tel: 03-624-1718 Fax:03-624-1798

I^EREN'^Pelfed
Avrahani & Chantia Eidelnian Dov Cohen on being awarded the Yakir Tsfal
Orkie Chesed Stella Schippcl on her 84lh birthday
Orkie Chesed Sylvia Duzzy on her 82nd birthday
Wulf & Esther Scbba Reuben Levin on his 9()lh birthday
Wuir& Esther Scbba Edith Levin on her 85th birthday

Uri Milunsky Prof David Cohen in appreciation
Frank & Mali Zabow.

Phillip & Debbie Zabow Reuben & Edith Levin on their special birthdays
Sheila Sacks Shlomo Winnikow on his 89th birthday

Clive & Debbie Chitiz Sharlene Capelouto on her 4()th birthday
Morris & Pauline Borsuk Shlomo Winnikow on his special birthday

Phyllis Sachar Shlomo Winnikow on his special birthday
Sheila Sacks Shlomo Winnikow on his special birthday
Malka

Gulls

Boz

Fehler

on

his

8()th

birthday

Nick & Nellie Alhadeff Herlzel Katz on his 70th birthday

Sidney & Michele Shapiro Herlzel Katz on his 70lh birthday
David & Lorraine Couzin Hertzel Katz on his 70th birthday

David & Hilary Kaplan Hertzel Katz on his 70th birthday

Danny and Janine Gelley Hertzel Katz on his 70th birthday
Hilary Edelstein & Dave Wuiriharl David Altschuler on his 8()th birthday
Annette Milliner & Baruch Giladi Hertzel Katz on his 70th birthday
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U n ic|ue^ D<^siQris
For all your Carpentry Needs
Experls in Kitchen and Bath Cabinets.
Wa l l u n i t s , O f fi c e F t i r n i t t i r e a n d m o r e .
^$'aeU.

special discounts for I

members of the SAZF i
We do work from

Tel-Aviv through to Haifa

04-6227572
ncn
ooo-<cc
l)0u-0221
b5 www,uniqued,freeservers.com
email: dopey@netv[sion.net,il

|^EREN']Pelfed
Harold & Edie Kaufman Stanley Finkelstein on his 60th birthday
David & Hilary Kaplan Rollo & Marianne Norwitz on their anniversary
Kaplan & Gelley families Pascal & Susan Sharon on the marriage of their son
Hertzel & Lola Katz Stanley Finkelstein on his 60th birthday
Solly Kaplan Len Oddes for a speedy recovery
KEREN ALI2A

Marvyn Hatchuel Lily Ro.se Michalowsky on her birthday

Marvyn Hatchuel & Lily R. Michalowsky ....Selwyn Lurie on his birthday
Marvyn Hatchuel & Lily R. Michalowsky Barbara Lurie on her birthday

Diane & Ricky Klein & fam Lily Rose Michalowsky on her birthday
Walter & Rica Hatchuel Boz Fehler on his 80th birthday
Marvyn Hatchuel & Lily R, Michalowsky..Ricky Futeran on her special birthday
VICTIMS OF TERROR FUND

Solly & Arlene Kaplinski Renee Kaufman on her SOth birthday
Jillian Milliner Renee Kaufman on her.iOlh birthday
SIMIE & HANNAH WEINSTEIN FUND

Morris Smith Donation to scholarship
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Peres on the other, was

TRADING PLACES

their respective invok

ing of the great States

David Kaplan reports

men from the other side - frm

Addressing the Israel-South Africa Cham

the Palestinians, "If only Rabin were

ber of Commerce at the David Intercontinental
Hotel in Tel Aviv, MPTony Leon, Leader of the

still in power" and from the Israelis, "If only

Official Opposition in SA, instantly connected

Interesting!

the Palestinians could be led by a Sadat."

with the audience with his

Addressing the issue
of South Africa's pros

opener, "When people ask
me how 1 feel about Zion

pects of attracting foreign
investment, Tony stressed
the point "that money is
a coward. It prefers safe
havens to risky areas." He

ism, I have one response -

/ embrace it every nightV

(Tony is very happily mar
ried to Michal, an Israeli.)

Since his last trip to Israel

issues here in Israel. "The

explained that in the same
way you find today the
practice of racial profil
ing, so we find also con
tinental profiling. In this

distance between Baghdad
and my hotel is consider

respect, alluding to Zim
babwe, "SA is being

ably less than the distance
between Cape Town and

unfairly contaminated by
its neighbours."

Johannesburg; the distance

TRADESMAN'S

prior to the current Intifada,
Tony expounded how "rela
tive" he finds so many of the

between the two seats of

power, the Knesset and Ara
fat's compound is so negli
gible, and yet the distance
between the positions of each

ENTRANCE
In response to a ques
Foreign Minister Shimon Peres
with MP Tony Leon

side has become so vast."

He noted there is a marked hardening of
altitudes - less Israelis are keen to return to the

tion from the floor, as to

whether investment from

Israel is viewed as 'tainted'. Tony replied that
one must not be intimidated by what the English

so eloquently categorize as the 'Chattering

positions of Oslo and Camp David and more

Clas.s'. You will find those people everywhere

Palestinians are strenuously arguing for a 'one
state' solution, which in effect translates into

or practice. He stressed that there is so much

the de jure end of Israel as a Jewish state. And
yet, what he found most fascinating having
met within 48 hours, Arafat and Saeb Arakat
on the one side and Dani Naveb and Shimon

and they do not determine or influence policy
that Israel can offer and benefit from, with

increased trade with SA, particularly in the fields
of hi-tech, tele-communications, solar-energy,
water conservation and hydrology.
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MACHALMUSEUM
Vo l u n t e e r s n e e d e d
Volunteers are needed to sort out and tile

numerous pictures. letters and documents
collected over the years from Machal soldiers

^ Mortgage Notice

who fought in Israel's War of Independence.

If you plan to apply for the Telfed Additional

Also needed are people conversant with a

Mortgage Loan - do not apply to a bank for

computer and scanner.
This material will go into the Machal Museum

your First Mortgage until you have spoken to
Susan at (09)744-6110.

& will serve as historical data for future

generations.
Anyone interested in the history of this
period should come & help. They will learn
a lot.

Contact David Teperson @

What are you doing tonight?
Tune into Telfed's on-line magazine.
Parking is always free, loitering encouraged and

interesting reading can be found on every comer.
The web site has added a number of new fea

09-9582718 or fax 09-9560673

tures: •Network section to find information,

promote services and swap ideas; 'Frequently

Quality of Life AGtitfities

Asked Questions database on aliyah and immi

for Children

gration issues; •Live news on Israel on the home

Applications for assistance for

page; 'Online classified ads

children to attend after-school '* '

www.telfed.org.ii

activities or summer camps can be

Let us keep you up-to-date with Telfed's

made to Telfed. Call Renee at &
(09)744-6110.

electronic newsletter. Plea.te email us your
email address.

info@telfed.org.i[

THE CHOIR BOYS
The Bel Canto Male Choir has 14 members and
is looking to expand. Especially suitable for trained

& untrained singers from Anglo-Saxon backgrounds. The
choir, directed and conducted by one oflsrael's prominent
musicians Aharon Harlap, sings in many languages:
Hebrew, Yiddish, English, Latin,

Singers interested in auditioning
contact:

Alan Hercbcrg
Home (03) 9334927 (not Shahbat)
Work (02) 6552772
alanhc (04iotmaii.com

For full article, log on to Telfed's
website: www.teifed.0r2.il

WHAT TO DOIN A CHEMICAL
OR BIOLOGICAL AHACK?

The Raanana Municipality
web-site explains in English
'what to do.'

Italian, German & French.

The choir meets regularly each
Wednesday evening to rehearse.

-S3
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WANTED!

YASHAM,ase
ijca
ilpocileunt,isi o
lokn
igforafewgoodmenand

Womenaged21-65fovou
lnteeroneevenn
igaweekorFrd
iaymornn
igs
to patrol Jerusaletn with a partner. Tlie unit organises motorised patrols,
foot patrols, roadblocks and helps with routine Incidents. You wil have
weapons training, be given a police uniform and a travel reimbursement.

Contact: Betsae
l l Jacobowfiz (053)771-008, Mao
j r Bob Mount
Wtier) (050)633-121, or the Russa
i n Compound, bd
i g 7,
(02)539-1187.

Changed your address o r
phone number?
Please let us know!
Telfed

Brakpan Reunion

keep

-date records of

Southern Africans In Israel.

A reunion for ex-Brakpanites is.being
planned. For further details,
please contact:
Tsemach Bloomberg (053) 859455

We need your help to do so.
Phone Sharon or Renee (09)744-6110.

"THE SHOW MUST GO ON"

Tzemachb @ internet-zahav.net

fo
i youhaveyoungrea
lvtiesn
i SouthAfrciawho
are interested in coming for an extended visit?
m HAVE THE PROCRAMME!
-The MarvaArmy Expere
i nce Programme

Telfed's spectacular production involving
the best of Southern African talent from

the Performing Arts in Israel.
DATE: Monday, December 2

X ^ VENUE: Sapir Ctr./Yad
i Lebanim, Kfar Saba

-The Professo
i nal Internshp
i Programme
-TheMagenDavd
i Ambua
l nceVou
l nteerProgramme

Ticket prices: NIS 100,

-

-Fact Finding Tours and more!
For more information, please contact:

75

and

50

CONTACT: Hilary Kaplan.
Phone (09)7672404
' 1 (8.30-21.30)

Elana Kamlnka at (02)620-4407, or (053)542-94S

r

e(anak@jazo.org.il

EASTERN CAPE/ PORT ELIZABETH

PHONE ANVTIME TIME OF THE DAY FOR
ISRAELI NEWS IN ENGLISH
JERUSALEM POST offers a

REUNION

Benni Raphael & friends are compiling a list of
names for reunion of Eastern Cape folk to be

2 4 - h r. r a d i o s e r v i c e .

held on 26 may 2003.

Phone 053-999-400

Contact!

Malcolm Finn (09) 9561839

Free Dating Service

Mrmn@nettfislon.net.il

For English-speaking people of all ages
and all backgrounds.
Contact Chanan Brill:

(09)740-3963, (055)439-005
T'T'V

T. v r i i - . " .

Y E S H I VA

COLLEGE

J U B I L L E E
Graduates & teachers contact

Richard (Shavei-Tzion) at
R s - w c m @ z a h a v. n e l . i l

WANTED: Com(ianies and Organisations to hire volunteer interns
The Professional Internship Program run by the Aliyah Movement of the Jewish Agency is looking for
placements for interns. Our Interns are young Jewish students and professionals, ages 19-30, who
are interested in gaining work experience in Israel.
a volunteer Intern, please contact: Vered Layish (02)6204348, veredl@|azo.org.il

yELFEDTIDINCii
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

Israel. At the 2"^ meeting, participants were
i n t r o d u c e d t o t h e Te l f e d s t a f f a n d i n f o r m e d

Reports Naomi Helm
With the intention of creating a cadre of
opinion formers and future leaders to bolster

of the impressive array of its activities. The
sheer range and extent of their work took most

participants by surprise.
The 3"^ meeting was held in the Jewish
Agency building in Jerusalem where
the directors of the various departments
gave an overview of their activities and
involvement in S.A. Accompanied by
members of the Telfed Executive, the

Leadership Training participants came
away well informed. Sallai Meridor,
Chairman of the Agency and the World

/ - r Maurice Albadeff, Michael Silver, Anthony
Maisels, Harold Kalinin, Ryan Driiz-

the efficacy of its present infrastructure, Telfed
conducted a Leadership Training Programme
for new and veteran olim in varying fields of
endeavour. This training programme aimed to
reach out to members of the Southern African

community previously not involved in Telfed's
activities in order to garner new ideas and

Zionist Organisation explained his
perspective on the reversal of special
rights, which were recently granted
to South African olim. He expressed
disappointment that despite concerted efforts,
Southern African aliyah has remained static.
Future meetings will allow for exchanges
of ideas within the group and opportunities for

aligning their expectations with the needs of
Telfed. At the final get-together, participants
will meet with committee chairmen and staff

concepts and benefit from additional leadership
skills.

Attendance remained at a premium through
out the programme, despite the busy personal

schedules of the participants. People traveled
from outlying areas and the whole venture was

particularly gratifying to everyone involved
in it.

Originally based on 5 sessions, the course

was extended by " popular demand."

HERTZEL TURNS 70
(l-r) Han. Noa. Lola and Hertzel Kaiz. The Telfed

The first session was a general introduction.

Executive and staff celebrated Hertzel Kalz's 70th

Mayor Bielski popped in to offer a few words

birthday in the boardroom. Tributes were paid bv
many of his friends and colleagues recalling his
achievements over 25 years, the longest .ser\'ing
member of the Telfed Executive, having .serx-ed

of encouragement, citing his own on-going
romance with the South African community in

twice on separate occasions as chairman.
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members in order for them to find their niche
in the organisation.

On behalf of the participants in this pro
gramme, might I say 'kol Hakavod la 'yozmahV
It was a good idea, well-implemented, and
beneficial to all.

RENEWABLE INTEREST

LA'CHAIMTO HEIM
Naomi Heim joined theTelfed
staff at the beginning of October
returning to "home turf after
many years at Beit Hatefutsoth as
Director of the Seminar Depart
ment and a decade of private
enterprise as the Co-founder and

Naomi Heim

Director of Israel Encounter Programs. Naomi
came on aliyah 27 years ago after being active

in Zionist Affairs since joining Brakpan Betar
at the age of 12. "This new post promises to
be a kind of homecoming and completion of
a circle, which began in a home filled with a

r-l: Jocelyn Isaacson, Naomi Heim.

Barry Kornel and nvo pariicipants.

m a y l e a d t o a l i y a h
DIVIDEND

love of Israel and everything Jewish," beams
an excited Naomi, who will be responsible
for coordinating Telfed projects, as well as
engaging in aliyah promotion and klita and
employment activities.

THE SHOW MUST GOON"
You are in for a treat!

Reports Naomi Heim
This past October saw 57 South Africans
participate in a Solidarity Pilot Tour to Israel.

Venue: Sapir Ctr.Af'ad Lcbanim, Kfar Saba.

The initiative of Rabbi Dovid Hazdan and Rabbi
Oren Michael Druin and sponsored by Tnuat

and Sabras and the Academic

Aliyah, this was the first such tour in 4 years.
The itinerary was jam-packed, and despite the
frenetic pace of the programming, participants
praised all involved with it, and vowed to be
good ambassadors for Israel on their return

to S. A. Many stayed on for varying lengths
of time, and a good few made solid aliyah
commitments.

Diarise Monday December 2 2002.
Following our past successes, Springboks
Achievements Awards.

Telfed is once again taking
to the stage in a big cast
extravaganza. In the light
of the current situation,

you could do with a joyful C

night out, sending the mes- ,

sage-"TheShowMustGoOn."<^
The best of Southern African

In all, a great encounter and hopefully, the
beginning of changes in the rhythm of visits

talent from the Performing Arts in

from S.A. to Israel.

provide you with a night to remember.
Ticket prices: NIS 100, 75 & 50

Israel - dance, music & theatre - will

Phone Hilary Kaplan: (09)7672404
(08:30-21:30)
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BRIEF REFLECTIONS ON A
CONFERENCE
Reports David Kaplan
MP Louis Green, head of the 'Christians

for Israel', stepped up to the podium and began
his address, "I had just placed my suitcase on

the slilichint, Telfed, and the newly established
Israel Centre were allocated brief slots, was

negatively, (others might argue realistically)
entitled, "Why make aliyah to a war zone?"
It was a Zionist Conference and the Zionists
were under siege!
With no time allocated to mount a credible

my hotel bed when I heard a huge explosion.

defense, the conference moved along into the

I had been in Israel less then two hours and

Sunday afternoon session on 'Countering the

already I had been baptized under fire." (A bomb

perception of Israel as an Apartheid state.' It was
an excellent and witty address by Adv. Dennis

had exploded in the Ben Yehuda pedestrian mall.)
Such passion, such overwhelming conviction
from this Capetonian Christian supporter of the
divine right of Israel to exist, contrasted sharply
with the bulk of the fare on the agenda of the
WPZC biannual conference.

The keynote address and the lectures that
followed amounted to variations on the same

theme - analytical examinations and personal
commentary on Israel's policies vis-a-vis the
peace process and its occupation of the ter

ritories. The short session on aliyah, in which

Davis, and truly a credit to the community for
cerebrally digging deep within, trying to grapple
with sensitive issues.

But with Israel at war, the spirit of the confer
ence was a far cry from what I remember as a
young kid sitting one early June evening in 1967
in the Claremont Shull hearing Issy Wolman
delivering an emotionally charged address in
support of an embattled Israel. Or some 7 years
later listening .spellbound to Durban's spiritual
leader Rabbi Abner Weiss at the packed Jewi.sh

Club, articulate Israel's desperate struggle to
survive in the Yom Kippur War.
The 2002 WPZC conference was

well attended and intellectually chal
lenging. Did it feel like a Zionist
conference? Maybe

NO NEED TO FEAR
CREEKS BEARING
CHANGE OF LEADERSHIP IN

TENNIS RACQUETS

DURBAN COMMUNITY

A clash of two of the world's
most ancient peoples -the stuff of

(l-r) Greg Bass, Professor Anthony Arkin, David Kaplan,
liana Slier, Avroin Krengel. Greg Bass irai" elected chairman
oj the KwaZuhi-Naial Zionist Council at the recent AGM in

Diirhan. He look over from Professor Anthony Arkin. Avnnn
Krengel, Chairman of the SAZP pre.'>enled a report on the years
activities. David Kaplan Chairman ofSAZP. Israel, gave the
keynote address on the current situation in Israel and how the
South African community is faring.
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legend? Hardly! Greece versus Israel

in the recent Davis Cup meeting at
the Israel Center in Ramat Hasharon

did not exactly start with any hero
ics that would have had a budding

J"ELFEDTIDINC1
Telfed volunieers at the
Davis Cup. l-r: Janine
Strauss (CEO Israel

Teiwis Centre), Barry
Kornel, Marcelle Weiss,

Martin Wolff. Hilary
Kaplan. Michelle Wolff,
Evelyn Rosenberg,
Janine Gelley, Danny
Gelley (Toiirnaineni Director). Jack Trappier.

Homer sharpening his quill. It took some forty
minutes before the Greek players came out
onto the court, prohibited from doing so by the
Greek Tennis Federation, jittery due to security
concerns. In the end the only thing the Greeks
had to fear were the likes of Hare) Levy, Noam
Okun ct al who won ail their matches in straight

multi-faceted culture and its significance to
Diaspora Jewry. Recognizing this trend, Herzlia
School in Cape Town set about incrementally
remedying the situation. Seen below in the

picture is a pupil required to select from a
board ""Which event vvr/s' most meaningful to
youT The pictures displayed included - Moses
receiving the 10 Commandments at Mt. Sinai,

the fall of the Berlin Wall, Ben Gurion declaring
the Independence of the State of Israel, the

sets.

As with many previous

homhing of the Twin Towers, Israeli soldiers

naments, Telfed organized

at the Western Wall during the 6-Day War.
Entebbe and so on. This exercise was part of
a 6-week Jewish Agency programme run by

South African volunteers to

man the VIP tent and act as gate

keepers. "As usual, we know we can
always depend on Telfed," beamed
a delighted Janine Strauss,

young madrichim from Israel. Owen Futcran,
vice-chairman of United Herzlia Schools

C.E.O. of the Center.

HERZLIA SCHOOL ON A
NEW TRACK

explained - "The school has changed substan
tially in recent years as we set about intensify
ing Jewish education. What was essentially a
Johannesburg phenomenon, has spread south,
and we can proudly observe that in this regard

David Kaplan, representing Telfed, visits

continued on ne.xt page

Herzlia School to see a new Jewish Agency
programme in action.

Herzlia high

Jewish day schools in South
Africa have long been criticized for

school
.student Chen

having failed to provide an enriching
Zionist education. While receiving
an excellent general education, and
a good grounding in Judaism, pupils
have not been sufficiently expo.sed
to Israel, particularly modern day
Israel, its vibrancy, economy, its

Futeran with

mf\f was „ ,,
most mcatMn jJuf ,
for yo

her father
Owen.
Chairman of
the United

Herzliya
Schools
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we are not the same school as we were 5 years
ago. But in the same way that we have made
huge strides in Jewish Education, we should
ask ourselves today, 'Where do we want to be
with Zionist Education 5 years from nowT"
Maybe this trend can spread Northl

TA X I N C I S S U E S
in response to the proposed tax legislation
which would impact unfavorably on olim in
receipt of overseas income, Telfed's Netanya
Regional Committee organised a petition which
was signed by nearly 300 members of their
Southern African community.
Together with signatures from residents of
Beth Protea, organised by Telfed, these petitions
have been submitted to the Prime Minister and

Minister of Finance. Max Canard, Chairman

of the Netanya Regional Committee, who
manned a desk for the entire day enabling
people to register a protest at their convenience,
was excited at the overwhelming response
"People in Netanya, who are essentially
retired and dependant upon passive income

T E L F E D ' S T I Y U LT O T E F E N
Reports Clive Chitiz
Nestling in the hills near Ma 'aloi on the Northern
Border, lies the Tefen Industrial Park, chosen this

year as the venue for a bonanza jamboree for recent
Olim to Israel. Telfed's busload of enthusiastic

participants joined the approximately 20,000 visitors
who turned the normally tranquil surroundings into
a buzz of human activity.

Young and old alike enjoyed the multitudes of
activities in the park such as kite making (andflying),
arts and crafts, a display of vintage cars and much,
much more! This well organised event u-aj enjoyed
by all and for many, brought back memories of
Jo'burg'sfamous "Rand Easter Show"/
Not even the many hours spent on the bus could

dampen the lively spirit of the group. The tired but
content travelers at the end of the day were already
looking forward to the next Telfed Tiyul.
Shown in photo above'. Dvora Bergman, Arie,
Michelle <£ Tali Frecdman. Robyn Kanichowsky.
Cecily Hack.

from South Africa, consider this a crucial issue.

With the unfavorable rand-dollar exchange
BOWLED OVER
Hcrizet Katz representing Telfed makes a
presentation to Boimdy Kramer, Manager
of Maccahi South Africa's Bowling Tour to
Israel at the Ramut Hasharon Bowling Cluh.

3 0

rate, locals need more money, not less. We

intend to fight this to the hilt". Telfed together
with the AACI. UJIA and Yisrael Be'AHyah
are unrelenting in the pursuit to safeguard the
interests of their communities.

Chani Hurwitz reports
July wf/.? a time ofjoy and Jubilation

at Beth Protea. For weeks prior to the
event, the creative talents of residents,
staff and volunteers were mobilised
and galvanised to create a spectacular
'happening,'in keeping with the
original dream, that gave birth to Beth
Protea in the first place.

lop left: Belly Orelle; above: Eslher

Cohen, 98 years old lighling ihe lenih
anniversary caiiefor Beth Protea with
Lynn Lochojf and Chani Hurwitz;

What followed were 4 nights "Indian
style " of friends, food and upbeat
energy. The original Beth Protea dance
troupe was brought back to life by the
creative skills f;/Maxine
Ray. Rhona Kaplan and

I.ynn LochofT wrote the lyrics to witty
and sensitive songs that captured the life

of the re.sidents and staff. Shutterbugs
Susan Meyer and Vivian Meyerowitz
spent endless hours taking shots at Beth
Protea. The end result uw a wondrous

sound and light show that embraced the true
visual face of Beth Protea, past and present.
The first night was a tribute to our
homeland, Israel. Maze! and Jankele sang,

while we danced and atefalafel, pita, humus
and bourrekas. The highlight of the evening

was singing Israel's Eurovision entry, "Light a Candle,"
with candles flickering in the subdued light on the tables.
For the next three nights we ate, drank and shared in the

joy with our children, grandchildren and friends.

Residents

perfonning.
above l-r: Roz

Segal, Rona
Kaplan. Grace
Glazer

Paul Lipst. A/(", H'/tf
Wally Kaiz li.f^hting
the candle.

travel

Having missed out hi 1998
on an expedition to Kilamanjaro
with some of his former South African
Bnei Akiva buddies. Dr. Ivan Rendel of Kochav
Yair set out this last July to conquer the Bowron
Lakes in Canada.

Canoeing the Canadian Wilderness
Extracts from a diary
"What .sets a canoeing expedition apart is
that it purifies you more rapidly and ine.scopahly
than any other. Travel a thou.sand miles by train
and you are a brute. Pedal five hundred on a

bicycle and you remain a bourgeois: paddle a
hundred in a canoe and you are a child of nature"
Pierre Elliott Trudeau, former President of

of Whitegold Adventures who would lead us
through unknown territory, with humor, song
and incredible understanding of our kosher
way of life.
Besides myself and the guide and his 13-yearold son, the team included my good friend
Michael Samuels, another former South African

and two of my children. ShevI and Naftl.

Canada.

I have always had an affinity for bodies of
water, be it the sea, a lake or just a gurgling
brook. This attraction is genetically coded,
inherited from my parents who would always
select a picnic spot near the water's edge or

a holiday by the sea - perhaps some primeval
drive to return to the comfort of the womb;
the safety that water affords, when it totally

Armed with an introductory video about the
area and the rules, we began the first portage.
Unfamiliar with pushing a loaded canoe whilst
carrying a pack on our backs made it physically
demanding. However, the beauty of the forest
dulled the pain. Shevi and I somehow managed
to negotiate our load until we were rewarded with
a glimpse of the first lake. Here we launched our

encompasses you. A protective barrier between
you and the not-you.

canoe for the first time onto the still waters of

Intuitively, I found the place that would
answer my dream. The Internet led me to the

first in the boughs of a leaning tree and then

Bowron chain of lakes in British Columbia

two other boats disappeared around the bend

located in the Caribou Mountains, one range
west of the great Canadian Rockies.

ahead. In gratitude to our ineptitude we spotted
a Bald-headed eagle's nest located in the crown
of a dead tree - missed by the others, simply

I was fortunate in finding Dave, the director

n

Lake Kibbee. Unrehearsed we found ourselves

stuck in a shallow muddy embankment as the

^pRAVEL
ing, skill-wise, of the entire
trip. The passive Lake Isaac

because their canoes were

facing the right direction!
Before we knew it, the

drains into its namesake

fi r s t l a k e w a s o v e r a n d

river by rushing downhill

a further 2.4-kni portage

between protruding rocks

lay ahead. This time we

and making an almost
immediate sharp right turn.
To manage the turn, the

knew the tricks, our efforts

improved from experience.
The language of paddling""draw", "sweep", "j-slroke"

front rower must master

soon became old hat. We

practiced the "man over
board" drill, enjoying the

"stationary draw", whilst
the aft paddle must perform
a "wide sweep". This strat

cool water and the fun of

egy turns the craft sharply.

trying to alight from the

Timing is of the essence to

canoes without lipping them
over. It is impossible to
describe the elation in my

avoid an untimely meeting
with the bank that lies a

heart. 1 was here at last,

all sounds foreboding, but
in truth - common sense,
minimal skill and practice

a manoeuvre known as a

short distance ahead. This

isolated in the wilderness,

with people 1 loved.

makes for a rather exciting
ride! That night spirits were

THE THIRD DAY

high in anticipation of the

real thing amplified by

We reached a wondrous

his canoe
w a t e r f, a Il l ■ c .a sI cv aand i cnagr r vdi noew n
• ^
the cliff face, its waters joining the lake in a

disturbing Hurry. We moored the boats at the
foot and gingerly climbed up the side of the
falls to reach a perch some 15 meters above. The
noise and freezing spray exhilarated us all.
The only way to express
ourselves was by pri
mordial screaming. No
sophisticated lexicon of
language could have
replaced our sheer glee.
As

we

continued

southwards Dave began
to prepare us to face the

OOPS!

Telfed apologises
for the incorrect

phone number that
appeared in the
article "Traipsing
w i t h Tr e s i m a n i n

"Chute". This is the fast

Turkey." The

est and most demand-

correct number is

ashore.

straight vodka.

T H E F O U R T H D AY

Morning. In no time our canoes were lining
up to negotiate the Chute. Our overnight friends
observed us in trepidation from the banks above

the river. We passed through one by one and,
they cheered and waved, as we disappeared
from their view and from their lives.

On entering Lanezi Lake, we saw the

remains of an avalanche that had brought
packed snow down from the highest peak in
the region, Mount Ishpa. We disembarked and
scrambled up the frozen surface in our sandals.
Dave chopped ice cubes to enhance his ailing
refrigeration system. The Sabbath chicken

0J-5W7852.
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and newly caught fish desperately needed this
rejuvenating boost.

On the banks of the perfectly circular Lake
Unna, we set up for Shabbat. What could be
more restful than a peaceful lake, shared with

people who care enough to paddle and portage
90 kilometers? In the late afternoon we paddled
across to the pathway that leads to the Cariboo
Falls - dramatic aqua-production as tons of fluid

plunges, smashing mercilessly on the shining
rocks, baked eons ago in the kiln of creation.

THE SEVENTH DAY
We broke camp very early in order to complete
the last 30 kilometers. We felt ambivalent - the

desire to fulfill our challenge and yet yearning
to stay. Just another day or an hour, like the
reluctant farewell from a newfound lover. A few
more portages conveyed us to the Bowron River

watershed, our final leg of the tour. It was hard
work with the wind against us, but our spirits
remained high. A small ridge bounding the
Bowron River rudely blocked the view of the

mountains that had faithfully accompanied us
all along the way. We navigated slowly, our last

iSSSSx!

chance to spot beavers and bears.
Shevi guided our canoe through the long
sedge grass protruding through the shallow flow.
She lay low in the boat to view the breaking
trail at eye level. Behind us the stalks flexed,

returning gradually to their former upright
posture; the effects of man totally erased by
the power of nature.
Suddenly the river widened to form Bowron
Lake. The river was a spawning ground for
salmon that after voyaging thousands of miles
across oceans, navigate up streamlets and

cascades, to lay uncountable roes in the gravel
of the waters in which they themselves were
conceived. Another miracle to behold—the

tender links in the chain of life incredibly
preserved against amazing odds that only G-d
Himself could actuate. Here, hungry clans of
bears trap the exhausted salmon, just as they
complete their biological race.
The view of the finish line obstructed bv

Devil's Club Mountain. Never breaking pace,
we reached the northern shores of Bowron Lake

half-expecting a guard of honor to receive us.
A few people occupying the sparse caravan

park, show cold indifference to our major
achievement!

Inside, / feel e.xhilaration, I have con

quered, and I have
achieved. Will I be
the

same

as

I

was

ever again? I hope not!
Maybe someday 1 will
return, and if not, so
what, the memories are

deeply engraved, always
a v a i l a b l e f o r r e fl e c
tion.
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Levy, Marc
Levenberg, Mark (businessman)
Lewis, Steve
Merber. Howard (salesman) and

( TA P E T O W N
Rabinowitz, Suzanne (occupational therapist)

Cheryl, nee Freedman (secretary)
Rubenstcin, Shmarya

Magralishvili, David (carpenter),
Michelle, nee Taylor (reflexologist)

Sarkin, Brian (consultant)

and Shalev

Joseph, Roy (accountant) and
Nancy, nee Abrahams (reflexologist)

DURBAN

Levy, Shirley, nee Goldberg (teacher)

Bloch, Danielle

Relchlln, Shelley (housewife)
Wasserman, Larry (jeweller),

IDHANNFSBURG

Sharlene, nee Schwartz (saleswoman)
and Tarryn

Diamond, Jonathan (Hi-tech),

Rachel, nee Raanan (social worker), and

Levy, Moshe, Adina, Sarah, Menachem
Greenberg, Liz, nee Bubb (advertising),

PORT ELIZABETH
Davis, Esther, nee Marlow (housewife)

and Darren

January • September 2002

TELFED'S HELPING HAND
f1,000.000NIS]

a

Cv

500.000

K
PERSONAL

M O RT C A C E

FINANCIAL

LOANS

LOANS

ASSISTANCE

MS 409,718

NIS 84,000

NIS 697,668

QUALITY ENDOWMENTS SCHOLARSHIPS
OF LIFE

NIS 40,190 NIS 189,250 NIS 31,000

The budgeted amount for distribution for 2002 is approximately NIS 5,000,000.
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H.L. PAINTING LTD.

Make those Special Events

Complete interiors and exteriors

U N F O R G E T T A B L E

Including special finishes
Ragging, Sponging, Washing etc.
Floor polishing.

Screen a personalised movie

Carpet & upholstery cleaning.

Take advantage of a professional director
who will make a custom video for your

General household repairs.

Anniversaries. Weddings and Birthdays

RELIABLE • EFFICIENT • CLEAN
Please call Ethan for more info:

H Y LT O N S H E R

Te l :

03-7320194 / 052-529437

058-877877

IM U P T I A L S -
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NOOK-

reviewed by Sam Levin

EMPIRE SETTINGS
By David Schmahmann

I

s it purely coincidental? This is my third
review in a row, in which I submit a book -

largely if not completely fictional - written
by a Jewish academic who grew up in Durban,
based upon the vicissitudes of life of an upperclass Jewish family against the background of
the apartheid era.

David Schmahmann's first novel Empire
Settings is a gripping tale, originally conceived,
enveloping all the multi-faceted circumstances

David Schmahmann's journey in having his first
novel published is in it.self a fascinating tale worthy of
print. Michele Magwood wrote in the Sunday Times
the following: "Schmahmann, a Durbs boy who's now
a trial lawyer in a big Boston law firm with the Monty
Pythonesque name of Nutter, Mclean & Fish, completed
this novel in the late 1990s and began the gruelling task
of schlepping it from publisher to publisher.

Two hundred rejection slips later, it was accepted by

of the life of a wealthy Jewish liberal

family during those stirring times.
Within its folds, it embraces the

social and cultural norms of a typi
cal South African white family,
including professional, domestic and
academic practice.s and a dominating
love adventure across the colour
line.

a small publishing house in Buffalo, NY. called White
Pine Press." The pace thereafter moved fast and furious
until a major film producer showed it to a prestigious

The story, as it unfolds, is told
in a series of flashbacks purported

literary agent, who pounced on it. A hectic bidding

war broke out and the paperback rights finally went

hero of the story, his mother, sister,
the household maid, a Zulu woman,

to Putnam Penguin.

who staunchly protects the family

to be recounted successively by (he

David's late mother Bella wa.s a member of the

fortunes from her impeccably clean

editorial hoard of Telfed Magazine for many years
and his sister. Janlne Strauss, is presently CEO of the

kitchen, and a neighbour's servant's
daughter of mixed race. In order to
follow the continuity, one is irresist

Israel Tennis Center.

ibly drawn into an uninterrupted
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Harold Jankelowitz Insurances
2 Keren Hayesod St. Ra'anana 43305 Tel: 09-7440387, 09-7420456 Fax: 09-7440293

The Professional Name in Insurance For The Kind of Service You Expect
Services in all branches of Insurance

CAR, HOUSE, BUSINESS, TRAVEL, LONG TERM HEALTH CARE, LIFE INSURANCE

We are as near to you as your telephone

B OOK
perusal in order to pursue the .saga to its thrilling
conclusion.

Thus we follow the family's progress, clash
ing in part with prevailing government policy,
the children's struggle in the generation gap,
their revolt against the system and eventually
their relocation, partly to London and partly to

NOOK-

This could not have been put any better.
Published by White Pine Press, Buffalo,
New York, "Empire Settings" is available in
Israel at all Steimatzky Stores. •

Boston. In the process, we encounter a father, a

Special Offer

stepfather, a brother-in-law and other characters

for the holidays!

all of whom succeed in building up a variegated

Authoritative, Updated

picture.
To w a r d s t h e e n d o n e b e c o m e s a w a r e o f a

deep nostalgia for the Durban of old and would
be tempted to visualize a romantic conclusion
worthy of an old-time movie - but the writer
avoids the trap and returns to the harsh realities
of our age.
Desmond TUtu said of the book, "it bristles

2 volumes + free map

700pp of history,
archaeology and geography

The Vilnay Guide to Israel

a new 27^^ Milennium editon originaly
by late Prof.Zev Vilnay

with tension and suspense and is remarkably
authentic. You can smell the sea and the decay
and almost touch the people who are so real."

directly from publisher

Helen Suzmaii wrote "...the story of a

90+5 p&p= 95 NTS

send check & order

la.sting love between a young white man and a
young coloured woman during the apartheid era
is an intriguing overview of the whole social

Beit-Or-Vilnay Publishers

scene in South Africa at that time. It is a very

Fax: 04-9842598

good read."

Te l : 0 4 - 9 8 4 1 6 1 9

P.O.Box 317,AtIit, 30300.

(in shops 149 NIS)
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^RT SCENE

PRIDE'
A N D

JOY

chose an

Jerusalem is a city that

Armenian

truly lives up to its
reputation of resilience. On
nearly every nation's hit

t h e m e

list since time immemorial,

Jerusa-

Jerusalemites have become

lem's cul

accustomed to absorbing

tural herit

pounding after pounding,

age.

richly inte
gral in

as predators come less to

"Their

pray and more to prey.

decorative tiles and

Locals here know their

ceramics depict motifs

city's history more than
most city dwellers in the

based on the Garden of

world know theirs, and

have a knack of just getting
on with their lives. But

Maureen Fain and the Armenian Prince

what would for the
Londoner or Parisian amount as daily
mundane routine — in Jerusalem, acts most
common, rank as courage.
^he recently auctioned 81 lion statues

T

by Jerusalem artists, which were for

months on public display throughout
the city, exemplified the spirit of defiance of its

residents. While the body of the lion symbolizes
courage, the diverse artistic mediums and

vivid range of applied colours expressed what
one local observer remarked as "Jerusalem's

diversity, its optimism, and its whim.sy."
Among the participating artists were three
well-known former South Africans with estab

lished international reputations. Maureen
Fain, who works mainly in watercolours.

4

0

Eden. Working in acrylic
1 painted peacocks and
birds including a dove
holding an olive branch.

The quest for peace is as eternal as the city
itself. My lion, Armenian Prince, was placed at
City Hall Square enjoying abundant visibility.
He is smiling and exudes optimism to counter
the lack of both in present-day Jerusalem. It was
so rewarding to observe how much Joy ihe pride
of 81 lions brought to the city's residents."
Pamela Silver from Motza outside Jerusalem

paints mainly large abstract watercolours. "My
art has to be positive to give me the strength
to pass the message of strength so that people
can be happy and cope with the darker side of
our reality." Pamela's lion was placed outside
Sbarro Pizza, a venue noted less today for
its cuisine and more for its association with

tragedy. "1 called my lion Lobengula Melech
HaZulu, Lobengula King of the Zulus. He is
named after a book that was at one lime popular

SCENE

amongst Israeli children." Too frequently
categorized as a Southern African artist, "I

Her lion, entitled '^Dear Rousseau* was placed

in King George St. near the tourist office. In
the naive style of Henri Rousseau, Shirley pays

tribute to the great artist, capturing the paradise
of the primeval, the legendary creatures of
the jungle and its mystic plants. 'Le Dounier'
would be proud of the result.
In October the lions were auctioned off,

raking in around $300,000, most of it to be
donated to charities. The most visible impact
was on children. "It was wonderful to see the

children unafraid to be outside, jumping and
climbing all over the lions," beams Maureen.
"It was truly art in action," concurs Pamela.
"When you see the kids kissing and hugging
the lions, you realize the capacity for young

people to physically connect with art. To be
part of this project made me proud to be an
Artist of Jerusalem."

Shirley Faktor and Dear Rousseau

wanted my lion to reflect that I was
essentially a Jerusalem artist. I chose
a kaleidoscope of colours with plenty
of gold capturing the ambience of
Jerusalem, but I also used African

symbols to convey life, energy and the
primitiveness of nature. While I admit
I was very wary visiting Lobengiila,
being positioned in such a dangerous
location, he was there to give energy to
the people because he was such a happy,
colourful and exciting lion."
Te l f e d w a s u n a b l e t o i n t e r v i e w

the third South African artist Shirley
Factor, as she was travelling abroad.

Pamela Silver and Lobengula King of the Zulus
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YOUNC AMBASSADOR
FOR ISRAEL
y "The Israeli army's

world like wild -fire. I was contacted by media

respect and consideration for the lives of

people, received a fair share of hate mail, but

is of
a very high
If we had no such
regard, 23 has-

Saul Kramer and fathers
would be at home with

their families now. They were the price we
paid for the high moral and ethical standards
upheld during the fighting in Jenin."
An extract from an email of Saul Kramer

a former South African who was stationed in

Jenin during the heavy fighting in May.
The email that Saul sent to 25 members of

his family in South Africa with the message
"There was no massacre, repeat no mas

the most monumental development was the
contact from an American philanthropist by the
name of Joey Low, who sponsored a three-man

mission to tour the States." Saul, together with
a fellow reservist, who had also served in Jenin

and a young woman student, visited Washington
and New York addressing fundraising dinners,
synagogues, Jewish clubs and schools, the
Arab Anti-Defamation League and cadets at

Westpoint. They also met with US politicians

" on the hill, " and were interviewed on radio

chat shows across the country as well as TV

networks such as Fox, NBC and Ted Koppel's
Nightline. One of the questions they were
frequently asked was "why did we sacrifice 23
soldiers in Jenin and not bomb the place like
America was doing in Afghanistan?" Clearly

sacre." had immediate

repercussions, catapult
ing this young man, a
recent MBA graduate
from Bar Ilan Univer

sity, into the forefront of
Israel's public relations
battlefront. "My email
circulated around the

Additional English News Broadcasts at Kol Yisrael
Kol Yisrael nnglish-language broadcasts are now on
the air four times a day, with 15-minule news bulletins
at 7;0()am. 1:15pm, and 7;3()pm on Reshet Alef. the First
Network; and a 25-minute news roundup at 10:00pm on
Reshet Heh. the fifth network (available to local li.sieners

at 88.2 FM in the Jerusalem area, 93.7 in the north, and
1 0 1 . 2 i n Te l Av i v ) .

All broadcasts can also be heard on www.bet.iba.org.il
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First impressions are everything!
-vlsoal strategy
South-African company now in Israel

-FriiliicilaDflclies -Ceisinisiieiits -TralesiiiiNS -iBsmianvidaas
Previous Clients include: ANC, IBM, Anglo-Gold, Aloxandra Forbes...

Launch your company or product with video presentations! Tei: 09 9515814
y^EDIA
that was not a question they were confronted
with when addressing Moslem groups! Admits

Seminar. Appearing on
national TV and local

Saul, "There were occasions when we had quite

radio stations was a far

an aggressive reception. We would explain that

cry to the generally sym

we were not politicians, diplomats or army

pathetic reception he had

personnel, just three young Israelis that still

believe in peace. We need to be able to discuss
these issues with you; if we are unable, how
can we expect our leaders to."
October saw a group of 30 young Israeli
students touring American University campuses

sponsored again by Joey Low. Saul was active
in the selection process. "This project had no
political message. We selected students who
could present a taste of Israel, what life is
like here. I believe people are tired of listen
ing to Sharon or Peres
and their spokespeople.
Jews in the Diaspora
particularly want to
hear from young Israe
lis to learn their per
spective."
No sooner back in
Israel, Saul toured
South Africa invited

by the South African
Union of Jewish Stu
dents (SAUJS) to
address their National

Anti-lsrqel groj
neighh

He questioned that there must be
something fundamentally wrong with the
5"^ legal system that allows South Africans
t o k i l l P a l e s t i n i a n s i n t h e I s r a e l i W a r.

experienced in the States. "At times it was quite
frightening. At the beginning of one live radio
interview. I was asked whether I was prepared
to tight and die for my country." Replying in the
affirmative, Saul was then

asked to explain " how that is
any different to a Palestinian
choosing to blow himself up
in a bus full of civilian pas

sengers. She really believed
there was equivalency.
The view has taken root

there that the Israeli army
today is exactly what the
S.A. army was in the Apart
heid era. Following my

appearance on the TV pro
gramme, Carte Blanche, an
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R O S S E L L ' S
Air-Conditioning
For Heating and Cooling
CENTRAL and SPLIT air-conditioners

for your home and office.
18 Amal Street

Ra'anana Industrial Zone

Tel: 09-7429175, 09-7421237 Fax 09-7419658

article by a Muslim reporter appeared in the Star
portraying me as a mercenary. He questioned
that there must be something fundamentally

to combat anti-Israel propaganda and Muslim
activism. They don't have accurate information

wrong with the SA legal system that allows

Africa needs a Joey Low. Wealthy South African
Jews are failing to use their influence. Some
of them became upset when I mentioned this
to them. There is a limit to how much they
are prepared to let Israel into their daily lives.

"Our orders were firstly, to return home
safely to our families, and secondly, not to
cause harm to the Palestinian population.
South Africans to kill Palestinians in the Israeli

War. The Board of Deputies responded with a
published explanation that the SA government
has traditionally supported the right of South
African Jews to immigrate to their homeland
and could not in any way be construed as
mercenaries."

In Cape Town Saul was at all times accom
panied by security officials who were concerned

"because of the large Muslim community. They
were reluctant to advertise my appearances.
While interviewed on local radio, the studio

was bombarded by Muslims phoning in and
calling me a liar. How dare I spew this filth on
the airways was one callers remark—a lot of
this came out of ignorance."
Saul believes that Jews throughout the world

have to assume more responsibility with regard
to Public Relations. "They are uneasy as to how

4 4

and consequently become apathetic. South

Always on the defen.sive, they seek to keep
a low profile."
On the question of what transpired in Jenin,

Saul was always emphatic. "Our orders were
firstly, to return home safely to our families, and
secondly, not to cause harm to the Palestinian
population. Obviously, we had cases of our

soldiers going beyond and engaging in unac
ceptable behavior. It is contrary to the high
moral behavior expected of Israeli soldiers. But

I learnt one thing about my experience in Jenin.
It does not matter what Israel does or does not

do, the world is not going to like us, and more
often than not, will blame us. The battlefield

today is not only Jenin, Bethlehem and Gaza,
but also Tel Aviv and Haifa and we have to do
what is best for Israel."

Anyone interested in reading the full text of
Saul Kramer's email can log on to the Telfed
website: www.telfed.org.il

J N MEMORIAM
The Chairman, Executive

members and staff of the SAZF
(Israel) offer sincere condolences
to the bereaved families of:

Rona Hesselberg, Raanana

Madge Damelin, South Africa

Dolly Eilim, South Africa

Bessie Rosenberg, Herzlia

Phyllis Beder, Loci

Leah Levin, Netanya

Abe Kubelun, Raanana

Lucy Jacobson, Kfar Saba

Havis Perling, Ramat Hasharon

Aubrey Herman, Kiron

Pearl Raymond, Johannesburg

Mrs. Wasserman, S. A.

Jessie Liebenstein, U.S.A.

Stephen Myers. Tel Aviv

Arlene Zar, Kfar Saba

Esther Mark, South Africa

Irma Weiss, Herzlia

Cecil Myerson, South Africa

Janie Den, Australia

Marion Goldin, Herzlia

Merle Goldberg, Raanana

Madge Gladstone, South Africa

Cecelia Sims, Canada

Ethel Kassel, Cape Town

Anne Hamburger, South Africa

Ben Abelowitz, Netanya

Ralph Kaplan, Ramat Aviv

Denis Fox, Johannesburg

Sara Cohen, Tel Moiul

Melvine Stein, Herzlia

Basil Katz, Zimbabwe

Victoria (Vicky) Hyde, Rehovoi

A

JN MEMORIAA\

Telfed Magazine mourns the untimely loss of Lucy
Jacobson. When Lucy arrived in Southern Africa with her
parents as refugees from war-torn Poland, she hardly knew

a word of English. She would quickly master the language,
matriculating with distinction, clearly qualifying her as one
of Telfed Magazine's star proofreaders. That she managed
to escape from her native Lodz took immense courage
and luck. She was hiding with her parents in a tenement
building when the SS burst in screeching orders as they rounded up Jews,
herding them into waiting trucks. Determined to escape Lucy's family hid
on the top floor and avoided detection. A few weeks later while making

their way across the Polish countryside, she heard the frightening sharp
shrill of a German Stuka diving down towards her group, strafing the
area with sub-machinegun fire. Running into the tall grass Lucy and her
family fled unscathed. Selling off piecemeal her grandmother's jewelry,
they made their way to Palestine and finally to Northern Rhodesia. Lucy
made aliya in 1980 with her second husband, Jock also a former

proofreader and regular contributor to Telfed Magazine.
Deepest condolences to Daniel and Rossle Klug and grandchildren.

Telfed Chairman, Executive and Staff extend their deepest sympathies
to Adv. Abe Goldin a former long-serving member of the Telfed Executive
and Chairman of CAZO, on the passing of his wife Marion.
Telfed Chairman, Executive and Staff extend their condolences to

Leon Charney, a former Chairman of Telfed on the passing of his
sister Sara Milman.

Telfed Chairman, Executive and Staff extend their deepest sympathies

to Barry Scop, a member of Telfed's Property Owning Company,
ISRENTCO, on the pa.ssing of his sister Merle Goldberg.

CLASSIFIED!
All classified advertisements must be paid for
in advance. Cheques are payable to Telfed
Magazine, 19/1 Schwartz St., Ra'anana 43212.
The basic charge is N1S120 for up to 30 words.
For an additional sum of NIS 25 your ad can
also appear on our website. One free ad will
be granted to new olim from Southern Africa

within the first year after arrival.

Antique Clock Repairs
Antique Clock Repairs: I repair and make
new parts to your old or antique clock. I am a
specialist in this field! Countrywide Service.
I also buy and sell classic and unique clocks.
Susan (09)772-9222, (052)430040.

Bereavement
Accommodation
Best Quality and Cheapest short-term

holiday rentals in Netanya, Ra'anana. Kfar
Saba, Herzliya, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, etc.
Tel/fax: (09)835-2116, mobile (052)441608
or e-mail; gaffan@netvision.net.il. website:
www.holidayapartments.co.il

Myra Wasserman: of Brakpan passed away

on 3.9.2002. Sadly missed by her husband
Solly, daughter Ethne, Cobi, Yaron, Roy and
Eytan Caspy, son Larry, Sharlene and Tarryn

Wasserman, Len, Jason and Michelle Movsowitz

(family of her late daughter Sharon).

Catering

Holiday Accommodations, Ra'anana: Fur

Fonda's Catering; for your delicious and arti.sti-

nished 2 and 4-roomed apartments, deal for

cally presented functions, to suit your every
occasion - Britot, Bar-Mitzvot, Cocktails and

visitors. Available for short or long term.
Tel. (09)774-2303, Fax: (09)771-7202. Not

Dinner Parties - Call Nicky (058)488678.

Shabbat.
Holiday apartments. Ra'anana: modern,
central, fully furnished and equipped. Sleeps
6/8, 2 bathrooms, central air-conditioning.
Short-term rentals available. Contact Ralph:

(054)291455/6, Wendy (09)749-3399. (Not

Shabbat).
Ra'anana: Rooftop privacy! Beautiful room
for couple/single (non-smokers). En suite
shower/toilet. Kitchenette equipped for
light meals. Leads onto gorgeous roofgarden. A/C, TV. Short lets of 1-4
weeks only. Tel. (09)771-2781, e-mail:

shalevs@netvision.net.il
Ra'anana studio apartment, fully furnished
and air-conditioned, for short-term rental. Ideal
for tourists. Tel. (09)771-2341,(054)906805.

Cleaning Services
Atlas Carpet and Upholstery Cleaners—New
Equipment and method of cleaning carpets
and upholstery, e.g. carpets clean and dry in
a few hours—winter and summer! Licenced

3M Scotchgard applicator. Owner/worker
with over 10 years experience. Phone Michael

(052)752594 or (09)767-2453.

Electrician
Shimon's Services - All electrical work, also ceiling
fans, in Jerusalem, Modi'in. Beit Shemesh
and Sharon Areas. For friendly and reliable
service, call Shimon Zack- Mobile: (050)234625,
(052)953717, Tel.(08)972-7194, Fax (08)972-7219
(Not Shabbat).
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CLASSIFIED!
Employment
Great Job Opportunity for Everyone - "If you
can dream lt» you can achieve it!" - Assured
income, no Hebrew or other qualifications
necessary. Full-time, part-time, work from

home, (051)271923.
Telfed/UJIA Employment Service - Don't
forget to touch base when looking for
a job! Ra'anana (09)744-6110, Tel Aviv

(03)696-5244
Furniture Storage & 2nd-hand Store
Store-It-AII, Ltd. American-operated, full
service, courteous storage and moving profes
sionals. Clean, "mini-storage" facility units in all

Holiday Resort
Kibbutziinmer Reservation Center, throughout
the country, B&B, Kibbutz Country Lodg
ings, Rooms and Apartments in Cities,
Desert and Special Programmes. Neve Midbar
Spa. Groups, Families and Singles. Phone
(08)656-5422, (08)656 -5254, (052)713630, Fax
(08)656-5135, e-mail:info@kibbutzimmer.co.il,
w w w. k i b b u t z i m m e r. c o . i l

Plumbers

sizes for personal/business needs. We buy/sell

I'll fix the drip, I'll fix the leak, I'll even
fix the kitchen sink. Tony - your reliable

used furniture/appliances. Tel. (03)966-9682,

family plumber in Haifa. Tel: (052)660144

(08)869-2491. Emergency (058)993024.

or (H) (04)864-5705.

Health
Tofu recipe booklet • English or Hebrew, 30
shekels including postage. Natural cosmetics
free of animal products. Lecutres on health
and natural living. Rona Kruger, FOB 1140,
Netanya 42212; Tel. (09)882-7072, email:
rkruger@netvision.net.il

We Want
Any China, household goods, tableware, silver
plate, glassware, bric-a-bracs or small furniture
that you can live without? Or moving hou.se?
We' 11 make you an offer you can live with. Call
Sol or Lorraine, Gallery Lauren, 83 Sokolov
Street, Ramat Hasharon. Tel. (03)540-9481.

Hebrew lessons
Hebrew lessons by certified Ulpan teacher

with many years of successful experience
(individuals and groups). Call Nili: Tel.
(09)957-4868, (054)540418; Fax (09)956-7544;

email: taleyall@inter.net.il

Home Shopping
Ladles! - Don't let them pull the wool over
your eyes - Vivienne will make it worth your
while. Buy your lingerie from her — made in
South Africa, by the supplier to leading South
African chainstores. Phone (09)743-9763.

When times

are tough,
it pays
to advertise!
Tell our community about
your product or business.

Telfed Magazine reaches 5,000 homes in Israel,
and many more worldwide.

Contact Lena (09)744-6110
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NEW HEIGHTS OF LUXURIOUS LIVING

RA'ANANA HEIGHTS
Ra'anana Heights - defining luxury
iving in Israel's most popular place

ROC
' nOnO-Israes'l nn
i hcr

one coniinunitv with tliousands

offaniiiies from the L'S. Canada.
South Africa, UK and Australia.

,An amazing town with superb
schools, shopping, cafes, theaters
and restaurants. With lush green

parks, a first-rate coiintrs' club and
a cits' park that attracts people from
around the countrv. An ideal place
with traditional values and qualitt'
of life that has made it the most

desirable place to live in Israel.

Ravalues
a' nanahave
,whrisen
ereconsistently.
realestate

just half'an hour from Tel A\'iv. less

and rime again. Ideal tor young

to Her/.liyaand Netanya, Ra'anana.
where you'll find Ra'anan.i f-ieigliis.

couples or those voting at heart
seeking their own special home in

t)r in Hebrew, Zaniarot Ra'anana

- a new development that defines
liixurt' living. Four towers and
one low-rise building of caretulb'
designed 2.A, 3. and -J
room apartments and penihouses.
Around 2H() quality units th.ir
maximize spate, while making a
luxurious statement. With lantastic

views of green fields, Park Ra'anana
and the Nfetliterranean ."sea.

Rathan
a' nanjust
aH
ae
place
g
i htsto'm
list.
ore.-\

Israel's most attractive city.

Developed hv S. Strod & C.o. Build
ing C'ompam I.imited. a respected
btiilder. having earned a fine reputa
tion, with over 2" years experience

and having built over I.'^110 liixuiy
apartments in over 2ll prtijects in
Ra'anana. Kfar Saba and I'd .Avi\,
Onlv someone who has built thou

sands of apartments ean build for

vou a qiialiiv apartment in the most
desirable address in the city.
It vou want more than iiist an apart

With a separate high tech /one that
is attracting companies like Amdots.

superb srep-u|> in lilestyle. With its
t)wn swimming [>ool. Itilly ei|uipped

.ill happening, than i.ontai.t its tod.t).

NKd'i, (iompaq and Comserse •
to name but a few. Where pet>ple

t:\ ninasitim .mil sp.i. iirulerground

[hit hill r\. because w e \ e alie.uiv Mild

parking, .iiul a lohhv th.ii w ill
impress vou - and \ our guests, time

more than 2A() ap.irtmenis,

come to work and live.

Ra'anana Heights - Iv Haprachim St., Ra'.in.in.i Israel
C o n t a c t : F. l i e l . e d e r m a n , D i m i o r
Icl: +')"2-9-""N2M: F.ax: •*')"2-")-""42"h 1: Mobile: .')"2 •s2-"S()32ll

Website: www-zamaroira.uiana.co.il F-inail: elicl(''/.ini.troiraan.in.i.to.il
1 lueriiational Toll-free Phones: ['roni North .America: l-StVi-J btiUn ;

I mm UK- l)-R()()-0S6s2Av: .Australia: l-R()n-n()13il2: S,nuh Af'riia:

mem. and voti want to he uhere it >

Ra'anana Heights
n]]vi nhn^
•Tiinm oMDi "rei no-Nn oiT'ois

SOUTH AFRICA

THE BEST VALUE FOR MONEY

O ^ /\ telaviv

(tX / I I JOHANNESBURG
TELAVIV

11 8

$78

JOHANNESBURG
CAPETOWN

JOHANNESBURG
JOHANNESBURG
DURBAN

JOHANNESBURG

Above fares include airport and insurance taxes and arc valid on selected flights in November and December

%

For further details please contact your travel ^nt or our offices

South African Beit Isrdr, 2nd Floor 23 BenYehuda St. Tel Aviv

AIRWAYS Tel: 03-7951344, 02-6255137, 04-8512777.
• F L I G H T S O P E R AT E D B Y E L A L

